
Marks

6. Calculate the arurual bill of a consumer whose maximum demand is 100 KW,

PF : 0.8 lagging and Load factor : 600/o. The tariff used is { 75ll(VA of
Maximum Demand plus 15 paise per KWH consumed.

7. Explain Sho4 Medium and Long tansmission line. (5x6=30)

PART - C

Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one fill question from each unit. Each fi.rll question carries 15 marks.)

UNtr - I

(a) Explain the function of the main component of Thermal power station with
a schematic diagram.

(b) Explain ttre fi.lrction of Superheater and Economiser in a Thermal Power Station.

On

(a) Explain the factors gover.ning the location of a Steam Power Station.

O) Explain the points to be considered for the selection of the site for a hydro
Electic Power Station.

Uur - II

V (a) Write a short note about the running cost or running capital.

(b) The annual Peak Load of a 30 MW power station is 25MW The power
station supplies load having maximum demand of 10MW, 8.5 MW 5 MW
and 4.5 MW. The annual load factor is 45o/o. Find

ilI

tV

l0

5

(ii) Energy supplied per year

(iv) Diversity Factor

On

(a) Describe the desirable characteristic of a tariff.

(b) A factory has a maximum load of 240 KW at 0.8 PF lagging with annual

consumption of 50,000 units. The tariff is t 50 per KVA maximum demand

plus l0 paise per units. Calculate the Flat rate of energy consumption.
What will be the annual saving, if PF is raised to unity ?

UNrr - III

(a) Define Voltage ?egulation of a transmission and find the relation for sending

end voltage.

(b) A single phase transmission line has a resistance of 0.20 f) and an inductive

reactance of 0.40 Q. Find the voltage at the sending end to give 500 KVA
at 2 KV at the receiving at load power (1) unity (2) 0.707 lagging.

(r) Average Load

Gu) Demand Factor

VI

VII

On

7

8
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PART -- A
(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries
2 marks.

l. State the function of moderator in Nuclear Power station.

2. State Kelvin's Law.

3. Define the term Demand Factor.

4. What is meant by transmission efficiency ?

5. Define lmpulse ratio. (5x2=10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Cornpare Low Head,. Medium Head and High Head of a Hydro Electric
Power Station.

2. Explain the advantage of diesel power station.

3. Define tariffand describe is characterisics.

4. Calculate the inductance of each c,onductor in a 3 phase, 3 wire system when

the conductors are arranged in a horizontal plane with spacing such that

Dr, : 4m, D,, : Dr, : 2m. The conductors are transposed and have

a diameter of 2.5 cm.

5. State the advantage of High Voltage AC System (HVAC System).

12321
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VIII (a) Describe what are the properties of a insulating material ?

(b) What do you meant by corona effect ?

(c) State the advantages of pressure cables.

Marks

5

J

7

UNtr - IV

(a) Derive an expression for Sag when the supports afe at an equal height. 7

O) Compare Over head tansmission system and underground tansmission system. 8

On

X (a) What are the various types of vibration in Over head transmission line

classified ? Explain each one of them.

(b) Calculate sag on OH line of span 200 m between level support. The conductor

diameter is 1.2 cm and weight of O.7kgim length. The permissible tension

is 825kg. The wind pressure is 42.5kglm2 of projected area.
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